This paper is devoted to the steady state, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with nonstandard boundary conditions of the form u • n = 0, curl u x n = 0, either on the entire boundary or mixed with the standard boundary condition u = 0 on part of the boundary. The problem is expressed in terms of vector potential, vorticity and pressure.
Introduction.
In this paper we propose to solve a Navier-Stokes problem of the following type:
(1.1) -¿/Au + 2~^iij3u/dzj+ Vp = f, divu = 0 in fi, with boundary conditions (1.2a) u ■ n = 0, curl u x n = 0 on T, or (1.2b) un = 0, curl u x n = 0 on r0, u = 0 onr\r0, where fi is a bounded, convex domain of R3 with a polyhedral boundary T, To is a connected portion of T, either empty or with strictly positive measure and n is the exterior unit normal to T. The case where T0 is empty corresponds, of course, to the standard Navier-Stokes equations. We shall use a mixed incompressible finite element method that approximates the vector potential and vorticity of u, using the curl-conforming elements of Nédélec The convexity assumption on fi is a well-known theoretical consequence of the fact that T is not smooth. There is no practical evidence that it is necessary, and this assumption is disregarded in practice: instead we can assume that fi is simply connected and T is connected. The case where T is not connected or fi not simply connected is more intricate and is not studied here. It might be done through the approach of Bendali, Dominguez and Gallic [4] .
With easy modifications, our analysis extends to the case where To is not connected. We can also handle boundary conditions of the form (1.2c) uxn = 0, p = 0 onT, where p stands for the dynamical pressure: p = p+(l/2)u-u (alone or combined with the previous conditions), but this case presents a (yet unsolved) theoretical difficulty arising from the roughness of T. Navier-Stokes equations with nonstandard boundary conditions are of growing interest. Bègue, Conca, Murat and Pironneau present in [3] a thorough theoretical and practical study of the subject; they consider more general domains as well as nonhomogeneous boundary conditions. For the numerical solution, they propose a "velocity-pressure" Hood-Taylor scheme in [2] and a "Pi-Pi" scheme with a finer mesh for the pressure in [3] . In [22] , Verfürth studies a related Stokes problem with a nonhomogeneous boundary condition of type (1.2c) on a curved domain.
Sections 2 to 5 are dedicated to the theoretical and numerical analysis of system (1.1) with the boundary conditions (1.2a). They are simpler to handle than the conditions (1.2b), studied in Section 6, and many results relative to the former carry over with straightforward modifications to the latter.
It turns out that the curl-conforming finite elements of Nédélec are particularly well adapted to express the nonstandard boundary conditions (1.2a), (1.2b) and (1.2c). We shall derive nearly optimal error estimates for (1.1) with (1.2a), but not with (1.2b), although we believe that this can be improved. The difficulty arises not from the nonlinearity, but from the mixed formulation itself and occurs also in two dimensions. We make the usual modification when p = oo and we agree to omit p when p = 2. As usual, (•, •) denotes the scalar product of L2(fi). Also, recall the space #¿(fl) = {v € //!(fi); v = 0 on T}.
Apart from these, we require the following Hubert spaces relative to the divergence and rotation operators:
//(div; fi) = {v € L2(fi)3;divv G L2(fi)}, tf0(div; fi) = {v G H(div; fi); v • n(r = 0}, //(curl;fi) = {v G L2(fi)3;curl v G L2(Q)3}, #o(curl; fi) = {v G //(curl; fi); v x n|F = 0},
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use equipped with the norms l|v||w(diV;n) = {||v||g,n + ||divv||2in}1/2, l|v||H(curi;n) = {|iv||^n + ||curlv||2,n}1/2.
We refer to Duvaut and Lions [10] and Girault and Raviart [12] for an extensive study of these spaces. In order to handle the Navier-Stokes equations, we also introduce the Banach spaces //p(curl;fi) = {v G L2(fi)3;curl v G LP(U)3}, //£(curl; fi) = {v G Z/P(curl; fi); v x n|r = 0}, which we shall use with the exponents p = 4 and p = 4/3. It can be shown, in particular, that for this range of p the trace operator v x n|r can be defined in a weak sense. In R3, it is not altogether trivial to formulate the Navier-Stokes (or even the Stokes) equations in terms of vector potential and vorticity, because the vector potential of u is not easily characterized. Our formulation derives from the three fundamental theorems below, due to Bernardi [5] , Girault and Raviart [12] and Nédélec [16] . The assumptions on the domain are: fi is bounded, simply connected, with a polyhedral, connected boundary T. If, in addition, fi is convex, then ip G //1(fi)3. Moreover, there exists a real s > 2 depending on the angles ofT such that (2.1) i/>GrVM(fi)3 whenever ueL^üf Vi G [2, s].
Remark 2.1. The extra regularity (2.1) stems from a powerful result of Grisvard [14] concerning the solution of -Au = /, U|r = 0 on a convex polyhedron. The same regularity for the vector potential of Theorem 2.1 would require an analogous result for a nonhomogeneous Neumann problem. Although such a result is now well known in polygons of R2, to the author's knowledge it is not yet proved in R3. But there is a strong conjecture by Dauge [9] that it does hold. D THEOREM 2.3. Let fi be convex. All functions ip G L2(fi)3 that satisfy divV> = 0, curl ip G L2(fi)3, ipn = 0 (or ip x n = 0) onT, Now assume that the right-hand side f of (1.1) belongs to L4/3(fi)3. As for the classical Navier-Stokes equations (cf., for instance, Témam [21] ), it is easy to prove that the system (1.1), (1.2a) has at least one solution:
(u,p)eH1(n)3xL2(Q).
Let (u,p) be one of these solutions, and suppose that curl u G //4/3(curl;fi) and p6iyi,4/3(Q) Setting u) = curl u, u = curl ip with ip characterized by Theorem 2.2, and using the identities 
THEOREM 2.4. Let fi be convex and assume that the right-hand side f and the solutions (u,p) of the system (1.1), (1.2a) have the regularity (2.8) fGL4/3(fi)3, w = curluG//4/3(curl;fi), p G !VM/3(fi).
Then the mixed formulation (2.4) (2.7) is equivalent to (1.1), (1.2a).
Proof. We have just seen that, under the assumption (2.8), each solution of (1.1), (1.2a) is also a solution of (2. It is easy to prove that this problem has a unique solution that satisfies the following bounds:
llcurl w||0,n < (l/i/)||f ||0,n, ||w||i,n < (C/«/)||f||0.n, IMkn < C||«||o.n, llcurl ^||i,n < C7||w||0,n; Nli.s.n < (C(«)/i/)||f||o,,,n;
if f G//(curl;fi), then ||curl w||i,n < C||curl f||o,n-□ Remark 2.4. It follows readily from (2.17) that the pressure p satisfies (in a weak sense) the boundary condition (2.18) dp/dn = fn onT.
Owing to the nonlinear term in the Navier-Stokes equation, the normal derivative of the dynamical pressure p is not directly related to f but depends also upon the velocity. D 3. Families of curl-Conforming and div-Conforming Finite Elements. There are two families of curl-conforming finite elements that can be used to approximate Problem (2.4)-(2.7). Both were developed by Nédélec, the first one in [15] and [16] and the second one in [17] . For the sake of simplicity, we shall work here with the second family. It is more costly as far as the number of degrees of freedom is concerned, since the velocity involves complete polynomials of degree k versus incomplete polynomials for the first family, but it is easier to describe and more accurate in some situations.
As usual, we denote by Pk the space of polynomials of three variables of degree at most k, and by Pk the subspace of homogeneous polynomials of degree exactly k. Let us fix an integer k > 1 and define the following subspace of P%:
Let /c be a tetrahedron with faces denoted by / and edges denoted by e, t being the direction vector of e, and let u G W1'*^)3 for some t > 2. We define the three sets of moments of u on k:
Me(u) = < / (u • r)qde; Vq G Pk(e), for the six edges e of k >, Mf(u) = < / u • qds; Vq G Dic_1(/) tangent to the face /, for the four faces / of k > ,
Nédélec proves in [17] that this set of moments is unisolvent and curl-conforming on (Pk)3-Hence it determines the following interpolation operator:
/o cl\ rK(u) is the unique polynomial of (Pk)3 that has the same moments on k as u.
Parallel to these elements, we introduce the following family of div-conforming finite elements, developed by Nédélec in [15] , that generalize to R3 the elements of Raviart and Thomas [19] . Definition 3.2. Let k be a tetrahedron with faces denoted by / and let u G //'(/c)3. We define the two sets of moments of u on k: (3.6) Nf(u) = I / (u • n)qds;Vq G Pk-i(f), for the four faces / of k \ ,
WK(u)= | /'uqdx;VqG(/3fc_2(/t))3J. D Again, Nédélec proves in [15] that this set of moments is unisolvent and divconforming on Dk; the associated interpolation operator is:
/" o\ wK(u) is the unique polynomial of D^ that has the same moments on k as u.
Since the divergence-free vectors of Dfc belong in fact to (Pk-i)3, these two interpolation operators are linked by a valuable relation:
Now we turn to the finite element spaces. Since fi is a polyhedron, we can triangulate it entirely with tetrahedra. Thus, let ^ be a triangulation of fi made of tetrahedra re with diameters bounded by h. For each integer k > 1, we define the following finite element spaces:
Next we define the interpolation operator rh from ^''(fi)3 for some t > 2 onto Mh:
(3.12) rhu = rK(u) on re Vre G ^.
Nédélec establishes in [17] that rh has the following crucial properties: uxn = 0=> r/,u x n = 0, curl u = 0 => curl r^u = 0, u = Vp with p|r = 0 =► rhu = Vph with ph G 6/,.
Remark 3.1. In general, the moments (3.2) are not defined when u has no more than H1 -regularity. This is why a Wl,t (or an Z/1+e)-regularity is required to define rh-This is one of the drawbacks of these finite elements. Unfortunately, there seems to be no way of bypassing the moments (3.2), because they are necessary to preserve vanishing curls and vanishing tangential components. D As far as the div-conforming finite element spaces are concerned, we set (3.14) WhU = wK(u) onreVreG.5^.
As for rh, Uh has the following important properties:
{uh GDohjdivuh = 0} = {curlfhJh G Fh}.
The following theorem, proved by Nédélec in [16] and [17] (cf. also Girault and Raviart [12] ), collects the main approximation properties of these two interpolation operators.
First, let us recall the notion of a regular (resp. uniformly regular) triangulation:
there exists a constant a > 0 (and a constant r > 0, resp.) independent of h and re such that hK/pK < a (resp. rh < hK < apK) Vues», where hK denotes the diameter of re and pK the maximum diameter of the balls inscribed in re. THEOREM 3.1. Assume that the triangulation ^h is regular. Then the interpolation operators rh and Uh satisfy the following stability estimates: (3. 15) ||u -r^uHo.n + /i||curl(u -rhu)\\0,a < C(t)h\u\u,a, VuGWM(fi)3 for some t> 2, (3.16) ||u-whu||0,n + '»||div(u-ü;fcu)||o,n<Cfc|u|i1íi VuG/Z^fi)3.
Moreover, when u G Hk(U)3 with the integer k o/(3.1), then (3.17) ||u -whu||o,n < C/ifc|u|fc,n, and when u G //fc+1(fi)3, we have (3.18) ||u -r^ullo.n + A||curl(u -r/,u)||0,rj < C/ifc+1|u|fc+i,n, (3.19) || div(u -wfcu)||o,n < Chk\u\k+i,n.
All the above constants are independent of h.
It remains to impose a divergence-free condition on the functions of M/,. Since M/, (¿ //(div;fi), the best we can do is to approximate this condition by Green's formula. Thus, like Nédélec, we define the space Find a pair (iph,Uh) G F0h x F/, and ph G Q^'/R such that (3.22) i^(curlwfe,curl tph) + (wh x curl iph,curl ¡ph) = (f,curl <ph) Vtph G F/,,
w/iere fc' = max(fc -1,1).
Remark 3.3. The reason for choosing polynomials of lesser degree for the pressure arises from the fact that the error on the pressure is measured in the L2 norm. The error analysis of Section 5 will show that (theoretically) one does not gain accuracy by using pressure elements of higher degree. D Remark 3.4. A similar discretization of the Stokes system (2.14)-(2.17) can be obtained by deleting the nonlinear convection term from (3.22)-(3.24). But in this linear case, the pressure is entirely dissociated from the other variables and here it is worthwhile to compute the pressure in Q*. G Remark 3.5. The other family of curl-conforming finite elements defined by Nédélec in [15] is cheaper, considering that it involves half as many degrees of freedom as is required by Definition 3.1. It is less accurate as far as the interpolation error on u is concerned, but it yields the same interpolation error for curl u. G 4. Discrete Sobolev's Inequality and Compactness in V,,. In order to analyze the nonlinear problem (3.22)-(3.24), we require a discrete (uniform with respect to h) Sobolev's inequality for the above finite element spaces. This result is established in a previous paper for a slightly different space V/, (cf. Girault [11] ), but the proof extends easily here. We give the proof for the reader's convenience. First, we recall an important property of the space Fnfc proved by Nédélec in [16] . THEOREM 4.1. Assume that fi is a convex polyhedron and ^h a uniformly regular triangulation o/fi. There exists a constant C, independent of h, such that (4.1) WfhWo.a < C||curl <pk\\o,a VfteF0)l.
Besides that, we shall use the following theoretical result.
LEMMA 4.1. Let fi be a convex polyhedron. For each function g in L2(fi)3, the problem: This problem has a unique solution that satisfies the following bounds:
(4-5) ||curl curl w||0,n < ||g||o,n, |p|i,n < ||g||o,n, (4.6) llcurl wlkn < C7||g||0,n.
The theorem below states a discrete Sobolev's inequality. Hence, (4 9) (curl(A/l ~ <f>h^ curl Vh) = (curl(Ah -<p(h)), curl ph)
On the one hand, considering that curl £>(/i) is divergence-free and belongs to //1(fi)3, we can apply the relation (3.9) and choose A/, G Foh such that curl Xh -Uh curl <p(h).
With this choice, Theorem 3.1 yields (4. 10) ||eurl(Aft -<p(h))\\Q,a < C2h\\curl p(A)||i,n < C1C3h\\8h\\0,n.
On the other hand, nothing can be gained from V(qh -p(h)) because p(h) is not sufficiently smooth, but we can take advantage of the structure of ph-Thus, we split ph as follows: Ph = w + Vi, Since curl ph G Lp(fi)3 Vp, Theorem 2.3 implies that w G W1'3^)3 for some s > 2. Hence ph can also be split into Ph = rhw + Vth with th G ShTherefore, if we choose for qh the //¿(fi)-projection of p(h) onto 8^, we obtain (4.11) (V(gfc -p(h)), ph) = (V(qh -P(h)), rftw -w) and k-p(fc)|i,n<|pWli,n<||<M|o,n.
As far as w is concerned, Nédélec proves in [16] that (4.12) ||w -rhw||0,n < C3(s)/i1+3/s-3/2||curl ph\\0,aThus, if we take ph = Xh -fh and substitute (4.10)-(4.12) into (4.9), we find (4.13) ||cnrl(A* -<ph)\\o,a < (CiC2h + C3(s)/i1+3/s-3/2)||Ôh||o,n.
Finally, let us write ||curl tph[\o,4,a < [\curl(tph -Ah)||0,4,n + Heurig -<p(h))\\0,4,a + ||curl <p(h)\\o,4,a-
On the one hand, we have the inverse inequality (4.14) ||curl(pfc -A")||o,4,n < C4h-^4\\curl(tph -Ah)||o,n.
On the other hand, we can readily prove the following variant of (3. Likewise, if we take w¡, G F/, such that curl w>, = ujh curl w, we obtain |(curl(w -Wh),curl(Phip -tp))\ < Ch\\curl(Phip -tA)||o,n||g||o,n.
The desired result follows from these two inequalities. G
Error Analysis of Scheme (3.22)-(3.24).
Let us make the following assumptions which guarantee that Problem (2.4)-(2.7) has a unique solution. First, we retain the hypotheses of Theorem 2.4, so that the Navier-Stokes system (1.1), (1.2a) is equivalent to its mixed formulation (2.4)-(2.7). Next, we introduce the two quantities VçftGQfc'.
As k' > 1, let us take (p, = Shq, the standard interpolant of q in Qk . The familiar theory of finite element interpolation (cf. Ciarlet [7] ) gives |sft<7|i,4,n < CölMkn, \a " shQ\i,a < C6h\\q\\2,nNow we easily derive (5.11) from (5.14) and (5.15). G
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use COROLLARY 5.1. With the notations and assumptions of Theorem 5.1, {uft = (iph, Wft),Pft} converges to {u = (ip,u)),p}. In addition, when the solution is sufficiently smooth, we have the following orders of convergence:
||curl(V -Vft)||o,n + ||« -«fc||o,n < Chk{\curl tf |fc,n + C7(s)/i3/s-3/2|o;|fcin}, IIP -Pftllo.n < Chk{\curl </>kn + C(s)h3/s-3/2\u\k<n + |p|fc,n}.
Ifu G Hk+l(Ü)3, the factor ofC(s) becomes h1+3ls~3l2.
Proof. When k > 1, we substitute the estimates of Theorem 3.1 into those of Theorem 5.1. When k = 1, w is not sufficiently smooth for the interpolation operator r/,. Instead, we can use a local regularization operator like the ones defined by Clément in [8] and Bernardi in [6] , that preserves the constraint w x n = 0 and is of order one. G
The error estimates of Corollary 5.1 are nearly optimal in the sense that polynomials of degree k yield an error of the order of hk~£ for w, curl ip and p in the L2 norm. On the other hand, the error for curl ip in the L4 norm is only of the order of hk~3/>4, but we believe that this bound can be refined.
We finish this section with a similar, but more accurate analysis for the Stokes problem (2.14)-(2.17). The corresponding scheme is:
Find a pair (iph,Uh) G Foft x Fft and Ph G Q^/R such that They are nearly optimal for u> and optimal for the other variables. The following theorem establishes the convergence properties of this scheme.
THEOREM 6.1. Let fi be a convex polyhedron and assume that the NavierStokes system (1.1), (1.2b) has the following regularity: + ||w -0h\\o,a + ||curl(V> -Aft)||0,n > ■ It remains to evaluate ||w -0/i||o,n-Unfortunately, this computation is not optimal.
At the present stage all we can say is that ||w-0ft||o,n < 2 inf [\u -Ph\\o,a
Mh6Mh,r0 + sup {||curl gft||o,n/||gh||o,n}||curl(t/>-Aft)||o,n, gh€Mh,r0
i.e., (6.16) ||w-0ft||o,n<2 inf \\u -ph\\o,a + C2A-1||curI(^ -Afc)||0,n-
Ph£MhSo
This proves (6.14).
As far as the pressure is concerned, we proceed much like in Theorem 2.7, Chapter III of Girault and Raviart [12] . Again, the first two terms are easily bounded. For the last term, we take the difference between (6.1) and (6.8):
i/(curl(w -Wft), curl rhtp) = ((uh -w) x curl Vft, curl rhtp) + (w x curiez, -tp), curl rh<p).
This expression is also readily evaluated, and (6.15) follows from the above bounds. G COROLLARY 6.1. With the notations and assumptions of Theorem 6.1, {u/j = (iph,Uh),Ph} converges to {u = (tp,u),p} when k > 2. In addition, when the solution is sufficiently smooth, we have the following orders of convergence: |]curl(V> -iph)\\o,a + ||w -wh||0,n < C7i*-1{|curl VU,n + |w|fc,n}, IIP -Pftlkn < CÄfc_1{|curl i>\kitl + \u\k,a} + Chk'[p[k,flWhen solved with the same mixed finite element method, the classical Stokes problem has an analogous order of convergence (cf. Nédélec [17] ). In particular, we observe here the same loss of one power of h, which is not due to the nonlinearity, but to the coupling of the vorticity Wft and vector potential tph in formula (6.9). This does not occur when the boundary conditions (1.2a) are discretized because then, Wft and tph belong to the same space. However, we believe that the results of Corollary 6.1 are not optimal and that, like in the two-dimensional situation, a factor hxl2 can be recovered using the argument of Scholz [20] . This requires a sharp (and difficult) L°° error estimate for the projection operator Ph on Fnft defined by (4.15), which is not yet established.
Finally, we also observe that in the present situation it is not worth using the complete Pk finite elements of Nédélec: The incomplete Pk give the same order of convergence and are substantially cheaper.
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